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A B S T R A C T

Introduction Evidence suggests early life stress impairs development, quality of life and increases vulnerability to
disease. One important aspect of the stress experience is its impact on cognitive-motor performance, which
includes the ability to adapt walking according to the environmental conditions. This study aimed to investigate
how early-life stress affects walking adaptability of mice, while investigating BDNF/TrkB and Drd1/Drd2 ex-
pression in different brain regions.

Methods Briefly, we exposed male C56BL/6 to the limited bedding protocol (LB) from post-natal day (PND) 2
to PND9 and then tested animals in the ladder walking task at PND60. RT-qPCR was used to investigate gene
expression in the mPFC, hippocampus, motor cortex and cerebellum 2 h after the task

Results LB induced a wide range of variability and therefore two distinct subgroups of animals within the LB
group were established: a) superior performance (LB-SP); and b) inferior performance (LB-IP), compared to
controls. Additionally, Drd1 gene expression was increased in the mPFC of LB-IP animals and in the cerebellum
of LB-SP animals, while Drd2 expression was reduced in the hippocampus of the LB-IP group. BDNF exon IV gene
expression in the mPFC and motor cortex was increased in both the LB-IP and LB-SP subgroups. TrkB gene
expression in the hippocampus was reduced in the LB-IP group. A strong negative correlation was found between
walking adaptability performance and BDNF exon IV gene expression in the motor cortex. Conversely, a positive
correlation was found between walking adaptability performance and TrkB expression in the mPFC and a ne-
gative correlation in the hippocampus. Both Drd1 and Drd2 gene expression were negatively correlated with the
ability to adapt walking.

Conclusions Overall, our findings suggest exposure to early life stress leads to distinct walking adaptability
phenotypes, which may be related to Drd1, Drd2, Bdnf exon IV and TrkB gene expression in brain regions that
influence walking adaptability.

1. Introduction

The impact of stress and social vulnerability on neural development
has been studied for many years, since they decrease quality of life and
increase vulnerability to a wide range of diseases [1,2]. Deprivation of
basic resources such as food and shelter has critical consequences
during childhood. Premature birth and being exposed to stressful

environment in the first three years of life increases the likelihood of
growth, intelligence and behavior-related problems [3]. Also, children
submitted to constant stressors tend to experience inadequate neuro-
development [4], which seems to change their performance in skilled
motor tasks [5] and physical activity engagement [6,7].

Whilst vulnerability is linked with stress exposure, not all in-
dividuals that experience stressful life events, trauma or chronic
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adversity will present this vulnerability-like phenotype [8]. An early
study led by Bradley in 1994 found children living in very stressful
conditions showed early signs of resilience, functioning in the normal
range for cognitive, health and growth parameters at age three [9].
However, the resilience-related mechanisms that explain these findings
remain unclear.

Although clinical studies show stress may influence skilled tasks
performance in children, few experiments have attempted to shed light
on the neurobiological mechanisms involved. For instance, chronic
pharmacological activation of glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid
receptors (GR and MR, respectively) led to impairments in a skilled-
reaching motor task in rats [10]. More recently, Kokubo et al. showed
early-life stress exposure resulted in motor coordination dysfunction in
adult mice [11]. Moreover, the dopaminergic connection between the
cerebellum and basal ganglia constitutes an important pathway within
the motor control system [12]. Additionally, dopamine activity in the
motor cortex has been shown to play a major role in regulating motor
learning and motor-cortex plasticity [13]. Using antagonists to block
dopamine in the motor cortex induced a decrease in long-term po-
tentiation, which is an important mechanism in learning [13,14].

Synergistically with dopaminergic neurotransmission, BDNF plays a
role in memory and learning, as well as in synaptic plasticity and
neurogenesis [15]. For instance, Fritsch and cols. have shown activity-
induced BDNF and TrkB activation in the primary motor cortex are
required for the acquisition of new motor skills [16]. Indeed, the loss of
BDNF has been linked to neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkin-
son’s Disease, Huntington’s Disease and Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
[17]. BDNF levels and its receptor TrkB are crucial for motor devel-
opment [14,17] and may provide insights into the relationship between
early life stress and walking adaptability. Thus, a better understanding
of the mechanisms behind early life stress exposure could contribute
towards reducing the negative effects such stress has on motor control.

However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have
investigated the impact of early life stress on walking adaptability in the
adulthood. In the same way, whether dopaminergic and BDNF gene
expression in the medial pre-frontal cortex, motor cortex, cerebellum
and hippocampus influence walking adaptability is still unknown.
Therefore, the present exploratory study was designed to address these
issues.

2. Material and methods

The present study was conducted in accordance with the guidelines
of the Brazilian Association for Laboratory Animal Sciences and all the
procedures described above were approved by the local Ethics
Committee for Animal Research under the #15/00475. In this study,
adult female C57BL/6 acquired from CEMBE/PUCRS were mated with
a male for 48 h. The day of birth of the resulting litters was considered
post-natal day (PND) 1. From PND2 to PND9, the pups were exposed to
either early life stress induced by limited bedding or control condition
(described in detail below) and weaned at PND21, when they were
placed with same-sex littermates in 2–3 per cage. At P60, animals were
assessed using the ladder walking task (described in detail below). A
total of 20 litters were used (10×10) and to avoid any potential litter
effects, no more than 2 animals per litter were used. Animals from the
same litter were assigned to additional ongoing research projects. The
animals were maintained in automatically controlled room (tempera-
ture 23 °C+-1 °C and 12 h light/12 h dark cycle) with mouse chow and
water ad libitum throughout the entire study.

The early life stress induced by limited bedding was performed
based on a previously described protocol [18,19]. The cage floor was
covered with bedding to absorb feces and urine and a stainless steel
wire floor was placed 2 cm above the floor. The 0.6mm gauge wire
floor has 10mm squared openings. Dams were unable to retrieve bed-
ding from the floor to build nests, however 1 g of autoclaved cotton was
provided for this purpose. In the control group cages, there was no wire

floor and the normal amount of bedding (∼150 g) was provided in
addition to 4 g of cotton for nest building. On PND2, dams were as-
signed to either limited bedding protocol or control conditions. Briefly,
dams were firstly removed from the home cage. Then, pups were re-
moved, one-by-one by hand from the home cage, weighed and placed in
a new cage. The dam and the litter were left undisturbed until PND9,
when they were removed from the limited bedding condition and re-
turned to a cage similar to that of controls. In addition, the cages were
cleaned on a PND16 when the bedding was replaced. Dams from con-
trol conditions were left undisturbed, except for regular cage cleaning
on PND2, PND9 and PND16.

To assess the ability to adapt walking of the mice, we used the
adapted version of the ladder walking task, as previously described
[20,21]. Briefly, mice were encouraged to cross a 1m long horizontal
ladder with variably spaced rungs situated 30 cm above the floor.
During the task session, mice were recorded crossing the ladder three
times using a GoPro Hero 4 with 12mp and an acquisition rate of 240
FPS. The first trial was considered habituation and was discounted from
the analysis. Thus, the performance score was calculated using the
average number of total errors (forelimb errors+ hindlimb errors)
committed on trials 2 and 3. The numbers of errors were normalized to
the control group using the following formula: (Number of total errors/
Mean of total errors from control group) * 100. Hence, a percentage (%)
lower than 100% means that animals committed fewer errors than
controls, thus performing better. A percentage higher than 100% means
that animals committed more errors than controls, thus performing
worse.

Locomotor activity and measures of anxiety-like behaviors were
evaluated with the open field (OF) and elevated plus maze (EPM) tests.
In the OF, the animals were placed in the center of a squared Plexiglas
box (33×33 cm) and allowed to explore for 5min. Video was recorded
with a professional video camera and then analyzed using AnyMaze
Software (Stoelting CO, Wood Dale, IL, USA). The box was divided in
the software into 16 squares, where 4 center squares were defined as
the central zone and the other 12 squares as the peripheral zone.
Outcomes measures included the total distance travelled (in meters),
time spent in the center zone, time in the peripheral zone and number
of rearings. The EPM apparatus was constructed with black Plexiglas
and consisted of two open arms (30 cm×5 cm) and two closed arms
(30 cm×5 cm×15 cm) connected via a central platform (5 cm×5
cm). The apparatus was raised to a height of 50 cm above the ground.
Mice were transported to the experimental room and left undisturbed
for 30min prior to testing. They were placed individually in the center
of the maze facing a closed arm and allowed 5min of free exploration.
The number of entries in each arm, the time spent in the open or closed
arms, as well as in the center of the maze was recorded. In addition, the
frequency of the following RA behaviors was recorded: 1) when mice
dipped their heads below the level of the maze floor (head dipping); 2)
when stretching the head/shoulders from the center of the maze to-
wards open arms (peeping out); and 3) when the animal stretches to its
full length with the forepaws keeping the hind paws in the same place
and turns back to the anterior position while exploring the center of the
maze (stretched-attend posture). The sum of these behaviors were
computed as RA behaviors in the EPM. All EPM data were video re-
corded and the time spent in each arm, as well as the number of entries
were analyzed automatically using the Anymaze Software (Stoelting
CO, Wood Dale, IL, USA). Moreover, one independent observer blinded
to the rearing conditions recorded the RA behaviors manually.

Mice brains were collected 2 h after the last trial in the ladder
walking task and rapidly hand-free dissected on ice to access the medial
Pre-Frontal Cortex (mPFC), Motor Cortex and Cerebellum. After dis-
section, brain regions were snap frozen in dry ice and maintained at
-80 °C until analysis. Total RNA were isolated from tissue using Trizol®
(Qiagen - Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol
and reconstituted in 20 uL of RNase-free water. The concentration of
RNA was measured using NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher – Waltham, USA)
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and a total of 500 ng of RNA from each sample was reverse transcribed
using High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied
Biosystems - Foster City, USA). The cDNA used in each real-time
quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) reaction in the RotorGene (Qiagen -
Hilden, Germany) machine was processed with the miScript SYBR
green kit (Qiagen - Hilden, Germany).

The primers used for RT-qPCR analysis are described in Table 1.
Gradient PCR and DNA gels were checked for specificity analysis, as
well as melting curve analysis. Each RT-qPCR was run in duplicate for
each sample and repeated once. The fold-change relative expression
was calculated using the ΔΔCt method (with the control group as re-
ference) and the GAPDH Ct values as endogenous controls for mRNA
analysis.

All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS 20.0 (IBM –
New York, USA) and the graphs were constructed using the Prism
GraphPad 6.0 (La Jolla, USA). Data normality distribution was analyzed
using the Shapiro-Wilk’s test. In order to analyze the effects of early life
stress on walking adaptability and gene expression, one-way ANOVA
was performed followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison adjustments.
To investigate whether the behavior correlated with gene expression,
Pearson’s correlation was used. In all the analyses, data are expressed as
mean ± SEM and the level of statistical significance was set at 5%.

3. Results

In the ladder walking task, the average percentage of errors in the
control group was 100.1 ± 13.13 (n=13). The animals exposed to
early life stress showed distinct patterns of error in this task, and were
therefore divided into two subgroups: a) superior performance (LB-SP) -
mice showing at least one standard deviation below the mean of the
control group (n=6, showed fewer errors during the task) and b) in-
ferior performance (LB-IP) - mice exhibiting at least one standard de-
viation above mean of the control group (n=7, showing more errors
during the task). Another six animals exposed to early life stress per-
formed similarly to the controls (performance score between 86.97-
113.23) and therefore were not included in the analysis. These selection
criteria were adapted from a previous study led by Albuquerque Filho
et. al. [22].

One-way ANOVA showed a significant difference among groups
when comparing the performance in the ladder walking task [Fig. 1; F
(2,23)= 28.99, p < 0.0001), as expected. Subsequent analyses using
Tukey’s post hoc test confirmed that animals in the LB-SP group had
fewer errors relative to the control group (p < 0,001). Animals in the
LB-IP group committed more errors relative to controls (p < 0,01). No
between-group effects were found when analyzing the open field and
elevated plus maze tests (p≥ 0.09) (Table 2). Together, the results
suggest animals did not exhibit gross motor/locomotor deficits, re-
inforcing the argument that early-life stress probably changes the me-
chanisms involved in the ability to adapt walking, but not of the overall
motor function.

Results related to gene expression in the mPFC, hippocampus, motor
cortex and cerebellum are shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately, samples from
some animals were not approved in the standardization and quality
control and therefore were excluded from the assessment. To

investigate the connection between the expression of dopaminergic
receptors and walking adaptability, we first assessed Drd1 gene ex-
pression. We observed Drd1 expression was increased in the mPFC of
the LB-IP animals [F (2,16)= 9.89, p=0.0016)] (Fig. 2A). No differ-
ences were found in the hippocampus and motor cortex (Fig. 2B and C,
respectively). We also showed Drd1 increased in the cerebellum of the
LB-SP group compared to controls [F (2,15)= 6.97, p=0.007)]
(Fig. 2D). Secondly, regarding the Drd2 expression there were no be-
tween-group differences in the mPFC, motor cortex and cerebellum [F
(2,17)= 0.03, p=0.96; F(2,15)= 0.02, p=0.97 and F (2,16)= 1.35,
p=0.28, respectively] (Fig. 2D,F and G). Moreover, Drd2 gene ex-
pression in the hippocampus was reduced in the LB-IP group when
compared to the controls [F (2,16)= 7.03 p= 0.006] (Fig. 2E). Inter-
estingly, we found a negative correlation between the expression of
both Drd1 and Drd2 in the cerebellum and errors in the ladder walking
task, which suggests lower cerebellar Drd1 and Drd2 gene expression
may be associated with poor performance in adaptive walking
(Table 3).

One-way ANOVA showed a significant difference in the mPFC for
BDNF exon IV gene expression [F (2,16)= 7.18, p= 0.005)]. Tukey’s
post-hoc analyses revealed both the LB-SP and LB-IP groups increased
the expression within the mPFC when compared to controls (p < 0.05
and p < 0,01, respectively) (Fig. 2H). A trend for increased BDNF exon
IV gene expression in the hippocampus was observed in this study [F
(2,16)= 2.95, p=0.08)] (Fig. 2I). BDNF exon IV expression in the
motor cortex was significantly different between the LB-SP and LB-IP
groups [F (2,15)= 7.86, p=0.004); Tukey’s post-hoc p < 0.01]
(Fig. 2J). No between-group differences for this gene were observed in
the cerebellum [F (2,15)= 1.68, p=0.21)] (Fig. 2K). A strong nega-
tive correlation was found between BDNF exon IV expression in the
motor cortex and walking adaptability (Table 3). This finding suggests
lower expression of this transcript in the motor cortex is also associated

Table 1
Primers used in RT-qPCR analysis.

Gene Forward Reverse Size (bp)

GAPDH 5’-TCATATTTCTCGTGGTTCACACC-3’ 5’-CTGAGTATGTCGTGGAGTCTACTGG-3’ 149
Bdnf exon IV 5’-GCAGCTGCCTTGATGTTTAC-3’ 5’-GCATGGCATAGTAGTTGTAGTGG-3’ 147
TrkB 5’-CTCGGTAGCTGGAAGCACAT-3’ 5’-GGACTCTTTGGGTCGCAGAA-3’ 155
Drd1 5’-ATGGCTCCTAACACTTCTACCA-3’ 5’-GGGTATTCCCTAAGAGAGTGGAC-3’ 124
Drd2 5’-ACCTGTCCTGGTACGATGATG-3’ 5’-GCATGGCATAGTAGTTGTAGTGG-3’ 105

Legends. GAPDH: Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; Bdnf: Brain derived neurotrophic factor gene, exon IV; TrkB: tyrosine receptor kinase B gene; Drd1:
Dopamine receptor D1 gene; Drd2: Dopamine receptor D2 gene; bp: base pair.

Fig. 1. Walking adaptability of mice exposed to early life stress induced by
limited bedding. Performance in the task is presented as percentage of errors
compared to the control group. The average (%) of errors from the control
group was 100,1 ± 13.13 (n= 13); Superior Performance n= 6; Inferior
Performance n= 7. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM; * p < 0.05 compared
to the control group. LB – IP: limited bedding group, inferior performance; LB –
SP: limited bedding group, superior performance. LWT: ladder walking task.
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with poor performance in adaptive walking.
Finally, we measured the expression of TrkB, a BDNF receptor, in

the same brain regions. A one-way ANOVA revealed decreased TrkB
gene expression in the hippocampus of LB-IP animals when compared
to the controls [F (2,16)= 7.03, p < 0.05)] (Fig. 2M). No additional
between-group differences were found (p < 0.40) (Fig. 2L,N,O). Fur-
thermore, a positive correlation between TrkB expression in the mPFC
and the ladder walking task performance was found while a negative
correlation was found in the hippocampus, which suggests TrkB gene
expression modulation in different brain regions may play a role to
adapt walking (Table 3).

4. Discussion

In this study, we have used a mouse model to investigate: a) the
impact of stress early in life on walking adaptability in adulthood; and
b) whether the early life stress-related changes in dopaminergic re-
ceptors (Drd1 and Drd2) and Bdnf gene expression in the medial pre-
frontal cortex, motor cortex, cerebellum and hippocampus influence
walking adaptability. As expected, animals responded differently to the
effects of early life stress induced by the limited bedding protocol -
some animals showed a superior performance in the ladder walking
task, while other animals showed an inferior performance. This finding
suggests that some individuals exposed to stressful conditions are more
resilient and maintain normal physiological and behavioral responses.
Whilst several reports have described the effects of early life stress on
animal physiology and behavior, little is known about the stress re-
sponse of individuals [23]. Moreover, the biological mechanisms un-
derlying the different responses after suffering threats are still unclear.
Our study has started to fill this gap in the literature by subdividing the
animals based on their performance in the ladder walking task and
trying to establish some neurobiological correlations to guide this re-
search field. Indeed, the open filed and elevated plus maze tests sug-
gested animals did not exhibit gross motor/locomotor deficits, re-
inforcing the early-life stress probably change the mechanisms involved
in the ability to adapt walking, but not of the overall motor function.

The mPFC establishes stress-related behaviors [24] and plays a role
in adaptive walking [25]. We observed the LB-IP group increases Drd1
expression in mPFC, whereas early life stress increased BDNF exon IV
expression in both the LB-IP and LB-SP groups. No differences were
found for Drd2 expression. On the one hand, dopamine has both posi-
tive and negative effects on cognition, exhibiting an inverted U-shaped
dose-response curve [25]. Gene expression changes in the dopaminergic
signaling pathway are linked with the resilient/vulnerability profile,
which is in agreement with our data [26]. In addition, we also found a
negative correlation between cerebellar Drd1 gene expression and
walking adaptability performance in mice. The literature shows dys-
function in dopaminergic signaling impairs gait automatism by

modifying cerebellar processing [27], which is aligned with the current
results. On the other hand, stress triggers an activity-dependent BDNF
upregulation, as seen in the mPFC results, probably acting as a com-
pensatory mechanism to recover and reestablish neuronal function and
prevent neuronal loss [28–30]. However, the performance in the ladder
walking task was uncorrelated with the expression of both Drd1 and
BDNF exon IV genes in the mPFC. Hence, studies assessing other genes
are needed to clarify how the mPFC acts to control walking adapt-
ability.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to show a po-
sitive correlation between BDNF exon IV expression in the motor cortex
and performance in adaptive walking. In other words, higher levels of
BDNF exon IV in the motor cortex may induce more precise walking.
This hypothesis is supported by previous studies, since BDNF mediates
important downstream signaling pathways involved in learning and
memory, such as the long-term potentiation [31] and TrkB activation
[32]. Thus, walking adaptability might involve BDNF exon IV as a
signaling mediator in the motor cortex, which is indeed a matter for
further investigation.

Whilst the TrkB expression remained the same for all studied
groups, we found a positive correlation between TrkB mRNA expression
in the mPFC and errors in adaptive walking. This finding suggests TrkB
signaling in the mPFC may play a role in linking higher brain functions
(such as working memory and attention) to the process of adjusting
interlimb coordination to the environmental context. BDNF and other
neurotrophic factors such as NT-3 and NT-4 (involved in learning and
brain plasticity) bind with high affinity to TrkB receptors [33]. Ad-
ditionally, Choi et al 2012 has shown inhibiting both BDNF and TrkB in
the mPFC impairs the formation of memory [34], which may be re-
quired to adjust and adapt walking. Notwithstanding, further studies
blocking TrkB receptors in the mPFC (using techniques such as lenti-
viral-mediated knockdown or antagonist administration directly in the
mPFC) are needed to establish a causal relationship between TrkB ac-
tivation and adaptive walking.

Timing of early life stress experience may influence neurogenesis,
gliogenesis, synaptogenesis, oligodendrocyte maturation and some be-
havioral patterns that coincide with developmental-related changes.
While mouse brain volume is stable by approximately post-natal week
three, myelination increases until post-natal month six [35]. Thus, in
the first post-natal week (when the LB protocol was used) all the studied
brain regions (mPFC, motor cortex, cerebellum and hippocampus) are
undergoing plastic activity and are not fully matured. Since walking
adaptability is influenced by prefrontal cortex, cerebral cortex, cere-
bellum and hippocampal activity [36–38], we can speculate early life
stress might change the maturation/functional connectivity of these
structures in vulnerable subjects and therefore influence their ability to
adapt walking later in life. However, the relative weight of each neural
mechanism/structure on the ability to adapt walking after stressful

Table 2
Between-group performance (mean ± SEM) in the open field and elevated plus maze tests. LB: Limited bedding protocol; LB-SP: limited bedding group showing
superior performance in the ladder walk test; LB-IP: limited bedding group showing inferior performance in the ladder walk test; Sig: significance level. SEM:
standard error. NS: Not statistically significant in the one-way ANOVA.

Variable Control group LB-SP group LB-IP group Sig.

Open field
Travelled distance (meters) 110.97 ± 8.89 112.73 ± 10.62 118.90 ± 7.85 0.80 (NS)
Time - central zone (sec) 38.43 ± 5.81 31.98 ± 6.86 21.84 ± 3.25 0.09 (NS)
Time - peripheral zone (sec) 261.57 ± 5.81 268.02 ± 6.86 278.14 ± 3.25 0.09 (NS)
Rearing (number of events) 24.00 ± 2.96 23.83 ± 1.74 23.71 ± 1.25 0.99 (NS)
Elevated Plus Maze
Number of entries (open arms) 1.43 ± 0.43 0.83 ± 0.16 1.57 ± 0.43 0.38 (NS)
Number of entries (closed arms) 10.14 ± 1.10 10.33 ± 1.23 11.57 ± 1.11 0.28 (NS)
Time in the closed arms (sec) 267.71 ± 6.43 275.17 ± 7.21 258.50 ± 7.35 0.11 (NS)
Time in the opened arms (sec) 13.71 ± 4.53 4.33 ± 1.60 18.50 ± 5.60 0.93 (NS)
Time in the central zone (sec) 18.57 ± 3.48 20.50 ± 6.76 21.00 ± 4.50 0.63 (NS)
Risk assessment (number of events) 19.14 ± 2.70 21.00 ± 6.51 18.00 ± 2.08 0.72 (NS)
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Fig. 2. Drd1, Drd2, BDNF exon IV and TrkB gene expression in the mPFC, hippocampus, motor cortex and cerebellum 2 h after the ladder walking task. A-D)
Expression of Drd1 mRNA gene levels. E-H) Expression of Drd2 mRNA gene levels; I-L) Expression of BDNF exon IV gene levels; M-O) Expression of TrkB mRNA gene
levels. The fold-change relative expression calculation with ΔΔCt method was used with the control group as reference and the Pgk Ct values as endogenous controls
for mRNA analysis; Control group n= 7; Superior Performance n= 6; Inferior Performance n= 7 Data are expressed as mean ± SEM; *significant between-group
difference at p < 0.05.
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experiences is still a matter for further investigation.
We observed up-regulation of BDNF exon IV in the mPFC and a

trend of significance in the hippocampus in response to limited bedding
experience, regardless of walking adaptability performance. The ex-
pression of this specific transcript is dynamic and activity-dependent
[39]. Multiple cellular mechanisms can engage and regulate BDNF exon
IV expression in an experience-dependent manner, which results in
increased or decreased expression [40–42]. On one hand, the pioneer
studies looking at the effects of early life stress on BDNF regulation
showed stress reduces BDNF and leads to impaired neurogenesis and
plasticity [43]. One the other hand, more recently, experiments have
shown the patterns of BDNF expression following early life stress are
complex and can be influenced by a number of factors such as devel-
opmental stage, duration and severity of stress, stress paradigm, studied
brain areas, sex and genetic background of the animals [44]. Con-
trasting with the idea that early life stress decreases BDNF, other studies
have shown rats exposed to an early in life maternal separation model
exhibit increased BDNF expression in the hippocampus but decreased
BDNF expression in the mPFC [45]. Suri et al. also found BDNF is in-
creased in the hippocampus of early life stress-exposed animals [46].
Clearly, early life stress has an impact on the neurotrophic signaling
pathway.

However, the behavioral consequences of these differential expres-
sion patterns require further investigation. It may be the case that re-
duced BDNF exon IV gene expression in the motor cortex of the subjects
vulnerable to stress indicates they had limited plasticity in this struc-
ture, which might explain the greater difficulty they had to adapt
walking. Several studies in humans have suggested motor difficulties
increase the demand on attentional and cognitive systems to overcome
their problems to adapt walking [47,48]. In addition, limb coordination
while walking is influenced by cognitive load [47]. In our mice, BDNF
exon IV gene expression may have increased in the mPFC and hippo-
campus as a compensatory mechanism in an attempt to maintain motor
performance. However, further studies are needed to confirm this
preliminary hypothesis.

This study has some limitations. Firstly, only male mice were stu-
died, which prevents the generalization of the current results for female
animals. Further studies comparing the influence of sexual dimorphism
on the ability to adapt walking should be performed to address this
issue. Secondly, we investigated molecular targets looking at the gene
expression layer. Although useful as an exploratory screening, further
studies using Western blotting and microdialysis techniques may be
useful to address the proteins at cell-type level and the levels of dopa-
mine while the rodents are walking, respectively, to better determine

the function of the studied brain areas. Furthermore, using specific
receptor antagonists or agonists could help to establish a cause-effect
relationship. Finally, the free-hand technique of brain dissection pre-
vents sub region analyses, which should be considered when general-
izing the molecular results. Additional studies assessing mid-performers
and dividing controls into SP and IP groups might also help to elucidate
whether the behavioral variability found in this study is an individual
survival strategy or a subgroup behavior pattern.

5. Conclusion

Together, our findings suggest an early in life stressful condition can
lead to distinct phenotypes (superior or inferior) of walking adapt-
ability in adolescent mice. In addition, motor cortex Bdnf exon IV,
cerebellar Drd1 and Drd2, mPFC TrkB and hippocampus TrKB gene
expressions were correlated with walking adaptability performance and
may play a role in its neural control. Further studies following the
findings raised here should provide more conclusive evidence relating
early life stress and walking adaptability.
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